
Channel Logic Jumpers

JU-1 Install for fader start (special order fader required).
JU-2 Install for remote B start and stop commands to control 

the remote outputs.
JU-3 Install for input B to hold and remove for input B to pulse 

the remote pulse/hold outputs.
JU-4 Install for remote A start and stop commands to control 

the remote pulse/hold outputs.
JU-200 Install to disengage cue when channel is turned on. 
JU-5* Install for input A to hold and remove for input A to pulse 

the remote pulse/hold outputs.
JU-6* Install for cue to follow the on/off mode.
JU-7* Install for cue on fader detent (special order fader 

required).
JU-8* Install for no cue in input B (cue switch is now cough for 

input B).
JU-9* Install for no cue in input A (cue switch is now cough for 

input A).
JU-10* Input A stop lamp local/remote jumper. 
 Jump left and middle pins for local   

console lamp control.
 (Jump right and middle pins for remote 
 lamp control.)
JU-11 Input B stop lamp local/remote jumper. Jump left and 

middle pins for local   console 
lamp control.

 (Jump right and middle pins remote lamp control.)
JU-12 Install for input A mute 2.
JU-13 Install for input B mute 2.
JU-14* Install for "Cue Exclusive" 
 (turn off mix buses when in cue mode.)
JU-15 Install for timer reset with input A.
JU-16 Install for input A mute 1.
JU-17 Install for timer reset with input B.
JU-18 Install for input B mute 1.
JU-206 Jumper must be installed between lower 

two pins for analog console operation.
JU-212 Jumper must be installed between lower

two pins for cue buss normal operation.
JU-213 Do not install - future feature use.
Notes:
Items in bold are factory default jumper settings.
See following page for remote control connector pin-outs.
Consult this section for a detailed explanation of control programming and functions.
*Cue Options - Consult manual section 2.2.5 and 2.2.6 for various cue modes and 
operational descriptions.
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Illustration B-1 - v6*

*Applies to Consoles shipped after September 06 
with Millenium 6 channel control board p/n 10881 vE

SIX CHANNEL CONTROL BOARD JUMPER SETTINGS
FOR ANALOG MODEL CONSOLES




